
 

WELCOME

by Greg Thomson, writing for Decrypt

Average Bitcoin transaction fees increased 2,213% since January 1. Since the date of

Bitcoin's block reward halving, fees continued to increase by 144%. Over 94MB

Pending transactions in the Bitcoin mempool means the network is now as clogged as

it was in January 2018.
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Russia’s largest bank, Sberbank, has called for tenders to provide 4,917 ATMs

with a built-in graphic card capable of supporting “blockchain operations”.

One of the technical requirements for these ATMs is that they should come

equipped with a graphic card with support for Nvidia Cuda for OS for “image

recognition and possible blockchain operability”.

RUSSIA’S BIGGEST BANK IS BUYING 5,000
BLOCKCHAIN ATMS THAT CAN MINE CRYPTO

by Mathew Di Salvo, writing for Decrypt

President Trump was fact-checked by Twitter after claiming mail-in voting methods

will be fraudulent. The President then tweeted that Twitter was “interfering” in the

2020 election and “stifling” free speech. Vitalik Buterin wrote on Twitter that clashes

like these between politicians and big tech are exactly why we need alternatives.

VITALIK BUTERIN: TRUMP TWITTER CLASH
‘SHOWS WHY WE NEED AN ALTERNATIVE’

by Liam Frost, writing for
Decrypt

Two French and one

Estonian company

teamed up to launch a

blockchain-based “Covid-

19 health passport” that

protects people's privacy.

All three companies have

previously worked with

their governments on

various projects.The

developers claim that

their system poses no risk

to personal privacy and is

fully compliant with the

GDPR.

EU EXPERTS
WORKING ON A
BLOCKCHAIN-
BASED
CORONAVIRUS
PASSPORT

by Michael Kapilkov, writing for Cointelegraph
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WELCOME

by Yogita Khatri, writing for The Block

In a rare interview during the Two Sessions, People’s Bank of China (PBOC)

governor Yi Gang said the current pilot tests are “still a routine work in the

research and development process, and does not mean that the digital RMB will

be officially issued. There is no timetable for when it will be officially launched”

CHINA'S CENTRAL BANKER:  THERE IS 'NO
TIMETABLE' FOR DIGITAL CURRENCY

by Stephen O'Neal, writing for Cointelegraph

South Korean tech titan Samsung announced a standalone turnkey security

solution that secures cryptocurrency transactions on smartphones and tablets,

according to the press release issued this week.

SAMSUNG’S NEW CHIP TO SECURE CRYPTO
TRANSACTIONS ON MOBILE DEVICES

An unknown bitcoin miner has signed a message on the Bitcoin blockchain

with over 140 different wallets, calling self-proclaimed Satoshi Nakamoto a

“liar and a fraud” and singing off with “we are all Satoshi.” The news follows

a report last week that Billionaire Craig Wright was behind the withdrawal of

50 BTC from an early wallet.

'WE ARE ALL SATOSHI' SAYS EARLY
MINER CALLING OUT CRAIG WRIGHT

by Samuel Haig, writing for Cointelegraph

Global telecommunications giant Vodafone has partnered with blockchain startup

Energy Web (EWT) to connect “billions'' of distributed energy generating assets via

internet-of-things (IoT) and distributed ledger technology (DLT).

VODAFONE TO CONNECT 'BILLIONS' OF ENERGY
PRODUCING DEVICES USING BLOCKCHAIN

by Felipe Erazo, writing for
Cointelegraph

Daejeon University is the

latest in a series of South

Korean universities

redesigning portions of its

finance and technology

departments to include

technologies such as

Blockchain.

JOBLESS S.
KOREAN
GRADUATES ARE
INCREASINGLY
INTERESTED IN
BLOCKCHAIN

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

by Francisco Memoria, writing for Cryptoglobe

In this episode of

HASHR8 sees Igor Runets

of BitRiver describing his

journey from traditional

Telecom to building a

massive bitcoin mining

operation in Siberia.

Listen to this episode

here.
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